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Introduction to the consultative report 

In 2009, the G20 Leaders agreed that all over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives transactions should be 
reported to trade repositories (TRs) to further the goals of improving transparency, mitigating systemic 
risk and preventing market abuse.1 Aggregation of the data reported to TRs will help authorities to obtain 
a comprehensive view of the OTC derivatives market and its activity. Such aggregation is feasible if “the 
work on standardisation and harmonisation of important data elements [is] completed”.2  

1.1 CPMI-IOSCO working group for harmonisation of key OTC derivatives data 
elements 

Since November 2014, the CPMI and IOSCO Harmonisation Group has worked to develop guidance 
regarding the definition, format and usage of key OTC derivatives data elements reported to TRs, including 
the Unique Transaction Identifier (UTI), the Unique Product Identifier (UPI) and other critical data elements. 
Technical Guidance on the Unique Transaction Identifier (UTI) was published in February 20173 and 
Technical Guidance on the Unique Product Identifier (UPI) will be published in Q3 2017.  

 The CPMI and IOSCO published consultative reports on the first and second batch of other critical 
data elements in September 2015 and October 2016, respectively.4 This third report seeks comment on a 
third batch of critical data elements. The Harmonisation Group plans to issue in early 2018 the final 
Technical Guidance on all the critical data elements other than UTI and UPI.  

The Harmonisation Group acknowledges that the responsibility for issuing requirements on the 
reporting of OTC derivatives transactions to TRs falls within the remit of the relevant authorities. As a 
consequence, this consultative report does not present guidance on which critical data elements will be 
required to be reported in jurisdictions. Rather, to allow meaningful global aggregation, the consultative 
report solicits comment on the definition, format and allowable values of critical data elements to develop 
guidance for relevant authorities that require these data elements to be reported to TRs in the own 
jurisdiction.5 

The third batch of critical data elements includes data elements focused on collateral, prices, quantities, 
non-regular payments, packages and other links, and custom baskets. The list of critical data elements that 
will be included in the final Technical Guidance on critical data elements, other than the UTI and UPI, will 
be the outcome of a dynamic and iterative process that takes into consideration the feedback from 
respondents. Some of the batch three data elements are closely related to data elements included in 
previous batches. Therefore, the following batch two data elements – appropriately revised based on the 
consultation feedback – have been repeated in this document to provide an overview of all the pricing-
related data elements: strike price and option premium. Also the data element notional amount, already 
included in batch 1 for all asset classes other than commodities and equity derivatives, has been repeated 
and expanded in this consultative report to cover all asset classes. 

 
1  TRs are also known as swap data repositories (SDRs) in the United States. 

2  See Financial Stability Board, Feasibility study on approaches to aggregate OTC derivatives data, September 2014, 
www.financialstabilityboard.org/wp-content/uploads/r_140919.pdf. 

3  See www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d158.pdf. 

4  See www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d132.pdf and www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d153.pdf.  

5  Also the mandate of the Harmonisation Group does not include addressing issues that are planned or are already covered by 
other international workstreams, such as the legal, regulatory and technological issues related to the implementation of a 
global aggregation mechanism, or the governance and legal issues related to the UTI and UPI. With the Harmonisation Group 
advancing in its work, the FSB established a governance working group in early 2016 to take forward the development of 
governance arrangements for the UTI and UPI.  

file://msfshome/cr003148$/MyDocuments/Documentum/Temp/www.financialstabilityboard.org/wp-content/uploads/r_140919.pdf
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d158.pdf
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d132.pdf
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d153.pdf
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As in the consultative reports on batch one and batch two critical data elements, for each of the 
critical data elements included in the third batch, individual tables specify the “definitions”, containing the 
definition, format, and list of allowable values, and provide cross-references for identifying dependencies 
between data elements. The envisaged guidance aims to provide consistent “definitions” of data elements 
with the same characteristics and to allow implementation that is independent of the chosen 
communication protocol. As a consequence, the consultative report references, whenever possible, 
existing industry standards for business concepts that can be implemented within multiple syntaxes. The 
guiding principles of the harmonisation methodology described in the consultative report for the first 
batch have also been adopted in drafting this consultative report for the third batch.  

In the annex to this report, each data element is also illustrated with at least one example to 
demonstrate how it supports authorities’ data needs. For some data elements of the third batch, more 
than one harmonisation alternative is proposed and discussed. 

1.2 Organisation of this report and feedback to consultation  

This report is organised as follows. Section 2 sets out the harmonisation proposal in individual tables, data 
element by data element. In Annex 1, Table 1 shows how the batch three data elements are grouped; Table 
2 gives a non-exhaustive list of examples showing how each data element could be used to support 
authorities’ data needs; and Table 3 clarifies the formats used in the Section 2 tables. Table 4 lists the 
allowable values for the data element “Price Unit of Measure” and “Quantity Unit of Measure” and Table 
5 the ones for “Counterparty rating thresholds” and “Threshold rating for automatic termination provision”. 

Comments and suggestions are welcome on any aspect of the full set of harmonisation proposals 
in Section 2 and associated Tables 4 and 5 in Annex 1. Please be as specific as possible in your response. 
In particular, the CPMI and IOSCO invite comments on the questions included in Section 2. Comments on 
proposals and alternatives and responses to general and specific questions are solicited by 30 August 2017 
and should be sent to the secretariats of both the CPMI (cpmi@bis.org) and IOSCO (cde@iosco.org) using 
the dedicated form. The submitted form with comments will be published on the websites of the BIS and 
IOSCO unless respondents specifically request otherwise.  

In making comments and providing responses to the questions, it would be helpful if respondents 
could consider the following: 

• Whether the consultative guidance is unambiguous and sufficiently clear, and, if not, what other 
details and specifications would, in your opinion, add value. 

• Whether the proposed definitions, formats and granularity level in allowable values appropriately 
capture different market practices at a global level, or are consistent with standards that may 
already be in use globally. If not, please specify which definition, format or list of allowable values 
requires modification, the reasons why, and your suggested alternative. 

• Alternative proposals, other than the ones presented in this report, that would, in your view, be 
preferable to achieve consistent data collection with a view to meaningful global aggregation. 

  

mailto:cpmi@bis.org
mailto:cde@iosco.org
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Harmonisation of critical OTC derivatives data elements (other than UTI 
and UPI) – third batch – consultative report 

Respondent name:  

Contact person: 

Contact details: 

Please flag if you do not wish your comments to be published. Otherwise, the completed form with your 
comments will be published on the websites of the BIS and IOSCO. 

General comments on the report 

 

2.1 Collateral portfolio 

Comments on the data element “collateral portfolio”: 
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2.2 Collateral portfolio code 

Q1: With reference to the alternatives proposed to capture information on portfolio code(s) (Section 2.2): 

(a) In your view, how prevalent is the situation in which different transactions concluded under 
the same Master Agreement are associated with different CSAs (for initial margin posted, 
initial margin received and variation margin)?  

 

(b) The definition proposed in Alternative 1 is based on the assumption that, in the event of 
default, the entirety of the collateral provided under the given Master Agreement would be 
used to cover the loss of the non-defaulting counterparty, whether or not separate CSAs (for 
initial margin posted, initial margin received and variation margin) might be linked to that 
Master Agreement and whether or not all the transactions concluded under that Master 
Agreement would be associated with each of these CSAs. Is this assumption correct? If not, 
please clarify how the respective obligations would be resolved in the case of default. Please 
provide examples. 
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(c) Are the differences in authorities’ use of the two alternatives clearly illustrated in Table 2?  

 

(d) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternatives should be supported and why? 

 

Other comments on the data element “Collateral portfolio code”: 
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2.3 Portfolio containing non-reportable component 

Comments on the data element “Portfolio containing non-reportable component”: 

 

2.4–2.28 Data elements related to margins  

Q2: The purpose of the data element “Initial margin settlement timing” (Section 2.10) is to allow authorities 
to better understand the difference between “Initial margin required to be posted by the reporting 
counterparty” (Section 2.17) and the “Initial margin posted by the reporting counterparty” (Section 2.5) as 
this difference may be due to the timing of when the required margin is determined and when the margin 
is posted. In the absence of information on the margin settlement timing, the difference in the margin 
required and margin posted amounts could be interpreted as over- or under-collateralisation. Information 
on the settlement timing of margin collected would serve the same purpose for global aggregation of 
initial margin collected (Sections 2.8 and 2.19). 

(a) Are there challenges linked to the data element “Initial margin settlement timing“ as defined 
above? Is there an alternative, more effective, way to represent this information, such as the 
date on which the initial margin posted (or collected) has been settled? 
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(b) How prevalent is the existence of different settlement timings (T+0, T+1, T+2, T+3) within a 
given jurisdiction? Would the settlement timing for the initial margin posted different from 
the one for initial margins collected? 

 

Other comments on the data elements related to margins: 
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2.29 Indicator of intraday variation margin calls 

Comments on the data element “Indicator of intraday variation margin calls”:  

 

2.30 Collateralisation category 

Comments on the data element “Collateralisation category”: 

 

2.31–2.35 Data elements related to counterparty rating trigger 

Q3: With reference to the data elements “Counterparty rating trigger indicator”, “Counterparty rating 
threshold”, “Incremental collateral required”, “Threshold rating for automatic termination provision” and 
“Closeout payment for automatic termination provisions” (Sections 2.31–2.34): 

(a) For each alternative of the data element “Counterparty rating trigger indicator”, do 
definitions and allowable values accurately reflect provisions contained in collateral 
agreements or master agreements covering OTC derivative transactions to protect parties 
from counterpart credit deterioration? How prevalent currently are counterparty collateral 
rating triggers or comparable automatic-termination provisions in collateral agreements or 
master agreements? How, if at all, have recent changes to market practices affected the 
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prevalence or the form of counterparty collateral rating triggers or comparable automatic 
termination provisions? 

 

(b) Are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed harmonisation alternatives of the 
data element “Counterparty rating trigger indicator” appropriately defined? If not, which 
aspects should be revised and how? Which of the proposed harmonisation alternatives 
should be supported and why?  
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Q4: With reference to the alternatives proposed for the data element “Counterparty rating threshold” 
(Section 2.32): 

(a) Are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed harmonisation alternatives 
appropriately defined? If not, which aspects should be revised and how? 

 

(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternatives should be supported and why? 

 

Q5: The definition of the data element “Incremental collateral required” (Section 2.33) relies on the 
assumption that the effects of multiple-notch downgrades are roughly linear. Are there instances in which 
the effects increase more than linearly with the number of notches in a hypothetical downgrade? If so, 
how could multiple scenarios be encompassed in the definition?  
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Other comments on the data elements “Counterparty rating trigger indicator”, “Counterparty rating 
threshold”, “Incremental collateral required”, “Threshold rating for automatic termination provision” and 
“Closeout payment for automatic termination provisions” (Sections 2.31–2.35): 

 

2.36 Clearing obligation in the jurisdiction of the reporting counterparty 

Comments on the data element “Clearing obligation in the jurisdiction of the reporting counterparty”: 
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2.37–2.41 Data elements related to “Price” 

Q6: With reference to the data element “Price” (Section 2.37), are there OTC derivative transactions 
products where the price or a concept of price is not captured under the “Price” data element or any other 
data element including “Fixed rate”, “Spread”, “Strike price”, “Option premium” and “Other payment type 
(upfront payment)”? If so, please provide detailed examples of those products. Would the industry benefit 
from additional guidance for the “price” data element?  

 

 

Q7: With reference to the data element “Price notation” (Section 2.40), is it clear and unambiguous which 
price notation (amount or percentage) should be applicable to each price? If not, which ones? Are there 
additional price notations that should be allowed? If so, which ones? Would the industry rather benefit 
from additional guidance for the “price notation” data element? 
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Q8: With reference to the data element “Price unit of measure” (Section 2.41): 

(a) Can commodity derivatives be negotiated in different unit of measures for the price and 
quantity? If so, would industry support two separate data elements for the (1) Price unit of 
measure and (2) Quantity unit of measure?  

 

(b) The list of allowable values in Table 4 in Annex 1 encompasses all the values included in ISO 
20022’s Unit Of Measure Code and four additional values.  

(i) Are the values useful for reporting the Quantity Unit of Measure and the Price Unity 
of Measure?  

(ii) If not, which ones are less useful and why?  
(iii) Are there other values that should be added? Which ones, and why?  
(iv) Are there duplicates or similar values that should be removed?  
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Other comments on the data element “Price”, “Price schedules”, “Price currency”, “Price notation” and 
“Price unit of measure”: 

 

2.42–2.50 Data elements related to “Fixed rate”, “Strike price” and “Option premium” 

Q9: With reference to the data element “Spread notation” (Section 2.45), is it clear and unambiguous which 
notation (amount or percentage) should be applicable to each spread? If not, which ones? Are there 
additional spread notations that should be allowed? If so, which ones? Would the industry benefit from 
additional guidance for the “spread notation” data element?  
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Other comments on the data element “Fixed rate”, “Spread”, “Spread currency”, “Spread notation”, “Strike 
price”, “Strike price currency”, “Strike price schedules”, “Option premium”, “Option premium payment 
date”: 

 

2.51–2.52 Data elements related to “Exchange rate” 

Comments on the data element “Exchange rate” and “Exchange rate basis”: 

 

2.53–2.54 Notional amount and Notional amount schedules 

Q10: With reference to the data element “Notional amount” (Section 2.53), are there particular cases where 
the notional amount may not always be known when a new transaction is reported and may be updated 
later? If so, which ones? 
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Other comments on the data element “Notional amount” and “Notional amount schedules”: 
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2.55–2.57 Data elements related to “Total notional quantity”  

Comments on the data element “Notional quantity schedules”, “Total notional quantity” and “Quantity 
unit of measure”: 

 

2.58–2.63 Data elements related to “Other payments” 

Comments on the data elements “Other payment amount”, “Other payment type”, “Other payment 
currency”, “Other payment date”, “Other payment payer”, “Other payment receiver”: 
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2.64–2.71 Data elements related to “Packages” 

Q11: With reference to the data element “Package trade price” (Section 2.66), could it be agreed  that two 
possible situations may arise: (i) a package price does exist because all the transactions that represent 
individual components of the package are priced jointly, or (ii) a package price is not available because all 
the transactions that represent individual components of the package are priced individually? Is more 
clarity needed regarding the reporting of “Package trade price” and prices of individual components?  

 

Other comments on the data elements “Package ID”, “Package trade price”, “Package containing non-
reportable components”, “Package trade price currency”, “Package trade price notation”, “Package trade 
spread”, “Package trade spread currency” and “Package trade spread notation”: 

 

2.72 Prior UTI 

Q12: With reference to the data element “Prior UTI” (Section 2.74), how is “Prior UT”I represented when 
clearing and allocation happen at the same point in time? And how is “Prior UTI” represented when clearing 
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and compression happen at the same point in time, as a single event? Do such cases of clearing and 
compression and clearing and allocation as a single event happen frequently? 

 

Other comments on the data element “Prior UTI”: 

 

2.73–2.77 Data elements related to “Custom baskets” 

Q13: With reference to the data element “Basket constituents unit of measure” (Section 2.74) the list of 
allowable values in Table 4 in Annex 1 encompasses all the values included in ISO 20022’s Unit Of Measure 
Code and four additional values. 

(a) Are the values useful for reporting the “Basket constituents unit of measure”? If not, which 
ones are less useful and why? 
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(b) Are there other values that should be added? Which ones, and why? 

 

Q14: With reference to the data element “Custom basket code” (section 2.75)  

(a) would it be preferable to separate the information on the LEI of the basket issuer and the 
unique alphanumeric code assigned by such issuer to the custom basket? If so, please explain 
why this would be preferable for global aggregation. 
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(b) are there types of custom basket for which the “issuer of the custom basket” is not clear? If 
so, please provide detailed examples of those custom baskets. Would the industry benefit 
from additional guidance for the term “issuer” in the “Custom basket code” data element? 

 

(c) are 52 alphanumeric characters after the LEI of the basket issuer enough? 

 

Other comments on the data elements related to custom baskets: 
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Other comments 
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	Respondent name: IHS Markit
	Contact person: Harsh Agarwal
	Contact details: harsh.agarwal@ihsmarkit.com
	General comments on the report: Our unique position in the OTC derivatives infrastructure provides us with a view of how the market operates and the challenges regulators face. Our derivatives processing platforms are widely used by participants in the OTC derivatives markets today and are recognised as tools to increase operational efficiency, reduce cost, and secure legal certainty. With over 2,000 firms globally using MarkitSERV’s various platforms, we process, on average, 90,000 OTC derivatives transaction events per day. Our platforms form an important element of OTC derivative workflow and we also support firms’ compliance with regulatory requirements across jurisdictions. Specifically, the MarkitSERV platforms facilitate the electronic confirmation of a significant portion of OTC derivatives transactions worldwide, submit them for clearing to 16 central counterparties ("CCPs") globally, and, for many counterparties,report their details to trade repositories (“TRs”) in Europe, the United States, Canada, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia.Through our derivatives processing activities, we have been directly involved in data standardisation efforts of global regulators and industry in improving data quality. We welcome the publication of the Consultation Report and efforts towards a globally harmonsied derivatives data reporting regime and consistent use of identifiers (including LEIs, UTIs, and UPIs, as well as other critical data elements). We present our comments to CPMI-IOSCO which should help ensure that a globally harmonsied derivatives reporting regime is implemented at minimum cost.In our previous comments, covering fields 2.1 to 2.36 and 2.64 to 2.77, we stated that:a. CPMI-IOSCO should put significant emphasis on cost and ease of implementation. CPMI-IOSCO’s proposals should be in line with current industry practices wherever possible, particularly where the objectives can be achieved through existing standards even if the format is not exactly that envisaged by regulators. Standards in the industry have often evolved for good reasons which may have impacts beyond the scope of this work.  As explained in our detailed comments CPMI-IOSCO should use Boolean format for data elements with binary values (True/False or 1/0), limit currency amounts to 2 decimal places etc.b. When considering alternatives for a particular data field CPMI-IOSCO should put significant emphasis on cost and ease of implementation. For example, see our comment on Collateral portfolio code (Field 2.2).c. If a particular data standard has already been implemented in the same manner in at least two jurisdictions and if evidence suggests that the implementation was successful then CPMI-IOSCO should adopt that standard.d. CPMI-IOSCO should avoid including fields which relate to non-OTC derivatives transactions. For example, see our comment on "Portfolio containing non-reportable component"(Field 2.3) which is beyond the scope of this work on OTC and its inclusion would further complicate reporting requirements which will impact data quality which could undermine the perceived value of this field.e. Issues that arise from multi-jurisdictional trades should be clarified. For example, see our comment on “Indicator of intra-day variation margin calls” (Field 2.29) and “Clearing obligation in the jurisdiction of the reporting counterparty” (Field 2.36).f. CPMI-IOSCO should consider whether a field can be effectively be harmonised across G20 countries, where not possible or practicable CPMI-IOSCO should omit the field from its final report.g. CPMI-IOSCO should consider the benefit of each field against the cost of implementation. This should include considering the difficulty of collecting data and implementing reporting for each field, particularly where the data is not typically available or required in any regime today as this will impact data quality and the benefit to regulators will be reduced. Where the benefit does not outweigh the costs, CPMI-IOSCO should omit the field(s) from its final report. g. Notional amount, quantity and price schedules should not contain duplicative information. For example, requiring both effective date and end date fields is unnecessary as a simple step date would achieve the regulatory purpose. This would avoid duplication, be simple to implement, mirror existing market practice, and result in better data quality.i. The Price field should allow for zero and negative values and also capture cases where the Price and Notional amount is not known when the report is sent. CPMI-IOSCO should allow these values to be reported when they become available.j. When the format of a field allows a high number of pre-decimal and post-decimal digits, these should be maximum allowable limits and should not be made up of preceding and trailing zeros to satisfy the format. For example, see our comment on field 2.42.k. There are a number of different payment types for an OTC derivatives transaction (for example, regular coupon payments, notional exchange, MTM cross currency swap reset, premiums). CPMI-IOSCO should clarify the data fields against which these values should be reported.l. CPMI-IOSCO should clarify the scenarios under which novation, correction and compression payments are made.
	Other comments: 
	Confidential?: Off
	2: 
	1 - general comments - collateral portfolio: We believe that having a collateral portfolio data field is unnecessary since this information would be captured by "Collateral portfolio code" data field (2.2.1). Requiring market participants to report an additional unnecessary field which does not provide additional information could result in data quality issues.If CPMI-IOSCO decides to maintain this field, we believe that the format for this data field should be Boolean.  A Boolean is a standard data type used in most computer programming languages, and an FpML standard. A Boolean data type is a binary variable that can have one of two possible values, 0 (false) or 1 (true). 
	2 - Q1a - Collateral portfolio code: No comment
	2 - Q1b - Collateral portfolio code: We believe this assumption to be correct.
	2 - Q1c - Collateral portfolio code: No comment
	2 - Q1d - Collateral portfolio code: We believe that Alternative 1 is the simpler approach with other data fields capturing the information on whether the amount specified is for Initial Margin (IM) or Variation Margin (VM). Alternative 2, on the other hand, captures all eventualities but seems excessive particularly for firms who do not have separate portfolios for IM paid, IM received and VM. Given the costs and benefits of implementing and maintaining each alternative and the data quality issues created by requiring the more granular breakdown, we recommend that CPMI-IOSCO adopt Alternative 1. In addition we would be strongly opposed to CPMI-IOSCO supporting both methodologies in parallel as this would be extremely costly for the industry to implement and would also have a negative impact on data quality.
	2 - other comments - Collateral portfolio code: We believe that the "Collateral portfolio code" should be allowed to be reported both on a transaction by transaction basis and on a bulk-batch basis. This is to ensure that incremental trades added to a portfolio can be added as they are reported but that changes to the collateral portfolio can be made en masse if existing transactions are added or removed from the portfolio.Firms with a single transaction in a portfolio should be allowed to either report: (i) a single transaction without a portfolio code; or(i) a single transaction with a portfolio code attached to only that trade.even if there is another transaction in the portfolio that is a non-reportable component of a portfolio, (please see our comment in section 2.3).
	3 - general comments - Portfolio containing non-reportable component: The constituents of a collateral profile often change meaning that the values for this field would change over time.  Reporting these changes would be burdensome, data quality would likely be poor and there is little evident policy benefit.  We would advise that CPMI-IOSCO provide more insight into the rationale for this field so that we can suggest alternatives or that this field be omitted in any final report.
	4-2: 
	28 - Q2a - margins: We would question the value of this field as the difference in margin required to be posted and actual margin posted is typically because of margin disputes. Under current margin requirements firms are required to post undisputed amount while the difference between the undisputed amount and disputed amount is withheld during the dispute resolution process.  CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether it is trying to capture the actual settlement timing or the theoretical settlement timing. Reporting actual settlement timings will be very challenging for the industry because trades can fail to settle on the settlement date which then requires corrective action. This resolution happens independently of the trade confirmation and reporting process and thus it will be extremely difficult for firms to report actual settlement timings with certainty which will impact data quality and undermine the value of this field.We would advise that CPMI-IOSCO provide more insight into the rationale for this field so that we can suggest alternatives or that this field be omitted in any final report.
	28 - Q2b - margins: No comment
	28 - other comments - margins: We have the following comments for the data fields 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, 2.11, 2.12, 2.14, 2.15, 2.17, 2.19, 2.21, 2.23, 2.25 and 2.27:a. CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether these fields needs to be reported at transaction level or portfolio level. We recommend that CPMI IOSCO clarify this in the definition of the respective data field. b. We believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for these data fields as payments cannot be settled in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points. We have the following comment for the data fields 2.6, 2.9, 2.13, 2.16, 2.18, 2.20, 2.22, 2.24, 2.26 and 2.28:CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in each of these fields and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled both onshore or in one of several offshore locations.

	29 - general comments - Indicator of intraday variation margin calls: We believe that CPMI-IOSCO should consider and address the time zone issues that would arise when reporting this field. For example, consider a USD/GBP cross currency swap transacted between counterparties incorporated in the US and UK respectively. There are possible scenarios where an intra-day margin call was triggered on T for the US counterparty but at T+1 for the UK counterparty. If you take this to more extreme time zone gaps e.g. US versus New Zealand then the definition of T itself would often differ for both parties. If the intent is that time zones are considered only in the context of UTC then this should be clear in the final guidance.Should this field be required we believe that the format for this data field should be a Boolean. 
	30 - general comments - Collateralisation category: The current reporting standard for "Collateralisation category" reporting field is to report one of Uncollateralised (UC), Partially Collateralised (PC), One-way Collateralised (OC) or Fully Collateralised (FC) as applicable. This standard is used in most jurisdictions today albeit with some unfortunate differences in the definition of the allowable values between jurisdictions, meaning that different values need to be reported for the same trades in different jurisdictions.We recommend a simplified approach that would convey the same information as CPMI-IOSCO is seeking through its "collateralisation category" reporting proposals, as the proposed definitions are complex. We propose a framework where counterparties to the trade should be required to report Boolean values (True (1) and False (0)) for the following 4 fields:(a) Counterparty 1 posts IM(b) Counterparty 2 posts IM(c) Counterparty 1 posts VM(d) Counterparty 2 posts VMWe proposed this framework at the CPMI-IOSCO round-table in Washington on 12 July 2017 and it was well received by the panel, regulators and industry alike.We note that CPMI-IOSCO as designated counterparty 1 as the reporting counterparty under Batch 2. We note that it could be a challenge for regimes where multiple parties report and for cross-border trades where multiple parties report in different jurisdictions.
	31-2: 
	35 - Q3a - counterparty rating trigger: We believe that close out netting provisions are standard in ISDA master agreements with netting opinions for most jurisdictions in place.Also we believe that uncleared margin requirements have prevented the use of threshold triggers so the prevalence of the use of triggers has much reduced.
	35 - Q3b - counterparty rating trigger: We believe  that CPMI-IOSCO should omit this field from any final report as there is little value in introducing either alternative. However, should CPMI-IOSCO decide to proceed with this field we would note that alternative 2 is complex and covers all eventualities but would be significantly more costly to implement with potential implications on data quality. We believe that implementing alternative 1 is more practicable.If CPMI-IOSCO decides to implement alternative 1 we believe that the format for this data field should be Boolean.
	35 - Q4a - counterparty rating trigger: No comment
	35 - Q4b - counterparty rating trigger: We believe  that CPMI-IOSCO should omit this field from any final report as there is little value in introducing either alternative. However, should CPMI-IOSCO decide to proceed with this field we would note that alternative 2 is complex and covers all eventualities but would be significantly more costly to implement with potential implications on data quality. We believe that implementing alternative 1 is more practicable.Not all market participants have easily accessible electronic representations of the data contained in their CSAs that can be extracted and re-purposed in this manner. It may take significant effort to build and maintain such capability.
	35 - Q5 - counterparty rating trigger: No comment
	35 - other comments - counterparty rating trigger: Please see our comments on:a. Data field 2.34 - We believe that having a threshold rating for automatic termination provisions, including a defined list of values is unnecessarily complicated. This will create a need for reporting updates and creates a standard that is not future proof. For example:- If one rating agency downgrades a counterparty but another doesn't different contracts could treat this differently - If a rating agency is replaced by another rating agency reports will need to be updated to reflect this change.We would urge CPMI-IOSCO to consider the value of these fields in the context of the costs and data quality issues that maybe created by introducing them. b. Data field 2.35 -  We believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as payments cannot be settled in more than 2 decimal places. 

	36 - general comments - Clearing obligation2: 
	36 - general comments - Clearing obligation: We believe the the applicability of mandatory clearing to a particular transaction can be derived from other data elements which are reported, and therefore  we consider the data element 2.36 to be duplicative and therefore unnecessary.  Further, we believe that should the field be maintained the definition of "Clearing obligation in the jurisdiction of the reporting counterparty" is not sufficient for the following reasons:a. The field, as defined by CPMI-IOSCO refers to the clearing obligation in the reporting counterparty's jurisdiction. We believe that the definition does not take into account transactions with counterparties from different jurisdictions and the differences in the clearing obligation mandate in these jurisdictions. Furthermore, the contract specification for the clearing obligation usually differs in the level of granularity in different jurisdictions. Therefore, it would be difficult for market participants to ascertain whether the non-reporting counterparty would be subject to the clearing obligation under the rules of the jurisdiction of the reporting counterparty.b. The definition also does not take into account the exemptions from the clearing obligation that a counterparty can be subject to in a jurisdiction.c. The reporting counterparty may be subject to multiple jurisdictions and could be obligated to clear in one jurisdiction and not another, in which case it would be unclear whether this field should be populated with true or false.d. It is unclear how data aggregation would work on this field. We therefore believe that, if required, it would be better to have a data field that lists the jurisdictions in which a particular reportable transaction is subject to the clearing obligation mandate.  Finally if maintained in its current form we believe that the format for this data field should be a Boolean. A Boolean is a standard data type used in most computer programming languages, and an FpML standard. A Boolean data type is a binary variable that can have one of two possible values, 0 (false) or 1 (true). 

	37-2: 
	41 - Q6 - price: Please see our comments on:a. Data field 2.37 - We believe that for the data field "Price" CPMI-IOSCO should allow:(i) Negative values - In a low interest rate environment it is common for an interest rate swap to have a negative fixed rate (fixed-float and fixed-fixed swaps) and for the floating leg to have a negative spread (fixed-float and basis swaps).(ii) Zero value - It is possible to have a zero fixed rate for a fixed-float or fixed-fixed interest rate swap. A zero spread is also common for interest rate swaps (fixed-float and basis swaps).(iii) Price not known at reporting deadline -  There are trading scenarios under which the price of a certain product is not known at the reporting deadline (also known as "Post-priced swaps"). Our experience has shown that the occurrence of post-priced swaps is most common in the equity asset class. We recommend that the reporting counterparty should be allowed to report post-priced swaps without the price before the reporting deadline with a provision to update the report with the price when it becomes available.b. Data field 2.38 - Please see below for our comments on data field "Price schedules":(i) Field design - We believe that the "Price schedules" field definition should not include both the "effective date of the price" and the "end date of the price". Existing industry standards and best practice (for interest rate swaps) defines fixed rate, spread and notional schedules as a series of values and their corresponding step dates. This is because the original value applies from the effective date and therefore each subsequent value, including the final value, need only be populated with the corresponding date on which it begins to apply. The effective and termination dates are already reported as separate fields and including them on the price schedule creates duplication and impacts data quality. To illustrate this point consider an interest rate swap with an effective date of 12th September 2017, a termination date of 12th September 2027 and a fixed rate of 2%, with the fixed rate changing once on 12th September 2022 to 2.5%. The price schedule for this trade should only contain a single entry in the price schedule table: 12th September 2022 and 2.5%. CPMI-IOSCO should also make it clear that the dates in the price schedule should be populated with unadjusted dates and not pre-adjusted for applicable holidays and weekends. Pre-adjusted dates do not reflect the legal contract and are also not consistent with existing industry standards. These schedule dates are subject to the same adjustment as period end dates in the contract.(ii) Negative values - In a low interest rate environment it is common for an interest rate swap to have a negative fixed rate (fixed-float and fixed-fixed swaps) and for the floating leg to have a negative spread (fixed-float and basis swaps).(iii) Zero value - It is possible to have a zero fixed rate for a fixed-float or fixed-fixed interest rate swap. A zero spread is also common for interest rate swaps (fixed-float and basis swaps).c. Data field 2.39 - We recommend that CPMI-IOSCO clarify that "Price currency" field is not applicable for transactions where price is expressed as a percentage or in basis points. This is the case for most interest rate swaps and forward rate agreements.CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in each of these fields and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled both onshore or in one of several offshore locations.
	41 - Q7 - price: We believe that the industry would benefit from further guidance on the treatment of multiple prices for a particular reportable transaction. For example, an interest rate swap with a fixed rate, a spread and an upfront fee would require three separate prices and two different price notations. CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether a price notation should be reported for each applicable price.CPMI-IOSCO suggests that basis points (bps) and decimals should be converted  into a percentage. However, the market convention for expressing bps and percentages today is to convert them to decimal. For example, the fixed rate and spread of a fixed-float interest rate swap is expressed as a decimal in FpML. Therefore we suggest that decimal should replace percentage as a valid value.
	41 - Q8a - price: We believe CPMI-IOSCO intended that this field only be applicable for commodity derivatives. Therefore we recommend that CPMI-IOSCO does not require field 2.41 to be populated with "ACCY" (Amount of currency) because information obtained from data field 2.39 (Price currency) is sufficient. Requiring firms to populate an additional field (2.41) would result in duplication and could potentially cause data quality issues. However, if CPMI-IOSCO should require the population of field 2.41 for OTC derivatives other than commodity derivatives when field 2.39 is already populated then "ACCY" should be the only allowable value for field 2.41. Likewise when field 2.41 is populated with "ACCY" then field 2.39 must be populated otherwise this will lead to inconsistencies and reduce data quality. 
	41 - Q8b - price: Please see our comment on Q8 (b) (iv):We believe CPMI-IOSCO intended that this field only be applicable for commodity derivatives. Therefore we recommend that CPMI-IOSCO does not require field 2.41 to be populated with "ACCY" (Amount of currency) because information obtained from data field 2.39 (Price currency) is sufficient. Requiring firms to populate an additional field (2.41) would result in duplication and could potentially cause data quality issues. However, if CPMI-IOSCO should require the population of field 2.41 for OTC derivatives other than commodity derivatives when field 2.39 is already populated then "ACCY" should be the only allowable value for field 2.41. Likewise when field 2.41 is populated with "ACCY" then field 2.39 must be populated otherwise this will lead to inconsistencies and reduce data quality.
	41 - other comments - price: For data field 2.39 CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.

	42-2: 
	50 - Q9 - Fixed rate,Strike price, Option premium: We believe that the percentage value should be expressed as a decimal as this is consistent with current reporting (FpML) standards globally. For example, a spread of 25bps should be reported as 0.0025.
	50 - other comments - Fixed rate,Strike price, Option premium: Please see below for our comments on:a. Data field 2.42 - CPMI-IOSCO has recommended that the format of field 2.43 be Num (18,13). We believe that the maximum decimal places used in the industry today varies by field type. While it may be appropriate to allow for 13 decimal places to capture all eventualities, this should be the maximum allowable decimal places and should not be required for reporting values that can be expressed in less than 13 decimal places, i.e. trailing zeros should not be allowed to make-up to 13. Similarly, while it may be appropriate to allow for 18 digits preceding the decimal point this should be the maximum allowable number of digits and should not be required for reporting values that can be expressed in less than 18 digits places, i.e. preceding zeros should not be allowed to make-up to 18. For example, a fixed rate of 2.5% should be reported as 0.025 and not as 000000000000000000.0250000000000. b. Data field 2.43 - We believe that the percentage value should be expressed as a decimal as this is consistent with current reporting standards globally. For example, a spread of 25bps should be reported as 0.0025. Please refer to our comment on field 2.42 for our response on the format of field 2.43.c. Data field 2.44 - We believe that this field is applicable only for OTC derivatives where the underlying is a commodity. We therefore recommend that CPMI-IOSCO should clarify this in the definition of data field 2.44. Additionally, CPMI-IOSCO has also allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.d. Data field 2.45 - We believe that the allowable values for this field should only include "Amount" in relation to OTC derivatives where the underlying is a commodity since spread is otherwise always expressed as a percentage or a variation of percentage (e.g., basis points). We believe that the basis point or percentage value should be expressed as a decimal as this is consistent with current reporting standards globally. For example, a spread of 25bps should be reported as 0.0025. e. Data field 2.46 - We believe that the percentage value, or basis points value should be expressed as a decimal as this is consistent with current reporting standards globally. For example, a strike price of 2.5% should be reported as 0.025. Please refer to our comment on field 2.42 for our response on the format of field 2.46.f. Data field 2.47 - CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.g. Data field 2.48 - We recommend that the "strike price schedule" be defined in a way such that every date on which the strike price is changed is referred to as the Step date with the initial strike price being set on the first exercise date (Bermudan options) / commencement date (American options). Also the date on which the last strike price ceases to be effective is the expiry date of the contract which is reported as a separate data field.  Furthermore, this field should be populated with unadjusted dates. CPMI-IOSCO should also make it clear that the dates in the price schedule should be unadjusted dates and not pre-adjusted for applicable holidays and weekends. Pre-adjusted dates do not reflect the legal contract and are also not consistent with existing industry standards. These scheduled dates are subject explicit adjustment applicable to exercise dates in the contract.From the definition of this field, it is not clear what would be expected of American options. We propose leveraging ISDA 2006 definitions of various option types for this purpose:i) American - “American” means a style of Option Transaction pursuant to which the right or rights granted are exercisable during an Exercise Period which is specified as a date range from commencement date to expiration date.ii) Bermuda - “Bermuda” means a style of Option Transaction pursuant to which the right or rights granted are exercisable only on a number of specified dates.iii) European - “European” means a style of Option Transaction pursuant to which the right or rights granted are exercisable only on the Expiration Date.h. Data field 2.49 - We believe that the scope of instruments to which this data field is applicable should be options and other instruments that have embedded optionality (e.g. callable swaps) unless CPMI-IOSCO envisages that upfront fees on callable swaps would need to be reported in another field. Furthermore, the allowable values for this data field should include Zero since there are options that are part of a package trade that have Zero option premium. We also believe that it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as payments cannot be settled in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points.i. Data field 2.50 - It appears that the format of this data field does not allow multiple option premium dates to be reported. There are scenarios for option trades where the option premium is paid across multiple dates. CPMI-IOSCO should clarify that this field can be repeated as many times as necessary, each with different values.

	51-2: 
	52 - general comments - Exchange rate: Please see our comments on "Exchange rate" and "Exchange rate basis":(a) CPMI-IOSCO should clarify if these fields are only required for FX OTC derivatives or whether CPMI-IOSCO envisages that these would be required for other products with FX related attributes e.g. Mark to Market ("MTM") cross currency swaps that have a constant notional on one leg and a variable notional on the other leg that resets periodically with reference to an FX rate.(b) CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether they intend to capture the exchange rate throughout the life of an OTC derivative transaction or only at the inception of the transaction. We recommend that this field should only capture the exchange rate at the start of the contract as this is reflective of current market practices. For example, each time there is a settlement for a non-deliverable swap it is unnecessary to report the exchange rate between the non-deliverable currency and the deliverable currency.(c) Please refer to our comment on field 2.42 for our response on the format of field 2.51.(d)  Given that these fields may not be applicable to all products, for example single currency fixed-float swaps, there should be sufficient guidance on the validation rules that should be in place to determine when it would be mandatory for the Exchange rate field to be populated.  Validation rules could be based on product types based on existing ISDA taxonomies for products where these exchange rate data elements would be mandatory.  Alternatively, in case where the fields are mandatory for all products, a value of 1 could be populated for exchange rate and exchange rate basis which would be based on notional currency 1 / notional currency 2 where there is a possibility for both currency codes to be identical (in case of single currency swaps).

	53-2: 
	54 - Q10 - Notional amount and Notional amount schedules: Following are the trading scenarios where the "Notional amount" may not always be known when a new transaction is reported and may be updated later:(a) Forward starting MTM cross currency swaps and spot starting MTM cross currency swaps traded early on a trading day have a known constant notional but the variable notional is not known at the time of execution since the MTM FX exchange rate is not fixed. While for spot starting the MTM FX exchange rate will be known soon after execution (same day), the same will be not known for MTM FX forward starting cross currency swaps until the first FX fixing shortly before the effective date. In certain cases the effective date could be several years after the execution of the transaction.(b) Zero coupon interest rate swaps have a fixed amount and a compounding floating leg both payable upon the termination date. Therefore, there is no fixed leg notional amount. There is also no fixed rate as there is no fixed leg. This is an often confused point by trade repositories and CPMI-IOSCO should provide guidance on how to capture in-line with existing standards, e.g. FpML.(c) We believe that initial notional should be reported for variable notional swaps (VNS) using this field. The notional schedules for the same should be reported separately under field 2.54.
	54 - other comments - Notional amount and Notional amount schedules: Please see our comments on:a. Data field 2.53 - (i) We believe that the definition for this field does not take into account scenarios where the two legs of a derivative transaction have different notional amounts. For example, a cross currency swap usually has two notional amounts for the two legs denominated in different currencies. (ii) We believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as notional amounts cannot be specified in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points. (iii) Certain products do not have a notional amount on one of the legs. For example, zero coupon swaps, have fixed payment amount and no notional amount. (iv) CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether change in notional (delta) or outstanding notional should be reported for post-trade events (e.g. terminations, novations, compressions etc.)b. Data field 2.54 - There are scenarios where the two legs of an OTC derivative transaction has different initial notional amounts and have different step date schedule. This would result in different notional amount schedule for the two legs of the transactions (this is not applicable for MTM cross currency swap). CPMI-IOSCO should therefore change the proposed format for this field to allow for the possibility to report different notional schedules for the two legs of a derivative transaction. However, this should only be used where the step schedule is not the same for both legs. This would avoid mismatches in dual reporting regimes and result in better quality data.Furthermore, we believe that the "Notional amount schedules" should not include both the "effective date of the notional amount" and the "end date of the notional amount". Existing industry standards and best practice (for interest rate swaps) defines fixed rate, spread and notional schedules as a series of values and their corresponding step dates. This is because the original value applies from the effective date and therefore each subsequent value, including the final value, need only have the corresponding date upon which it begins to apply. The effective and termination dates are already reported as separate fields and including them on the notional amount schedule creates duplication and could impact data quality. To illustrate this point consider an interest rate swap with an effective date of 12th September 2017, a termination date of 12th September 2027 and a notional amount of $10 mn, with the notional amount changing once on 12th September 2022 to $20 mn. The notional amount schedule for this trade should only contain a single entry in the notional amount schedule table: 12th September 2022 and $20 mn. CPMI-IOSCO should also make it clear that the dates in the notional schedule should be populated with unadjusted dates and not pre-adjusted for applicable holidays and weekends. Pre-adjusted dates do not reflect the legal contract and are also not consistent with existing industry standards. These schedule dates are subject to the same adjustment as period end dates in the contract.We also believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as payments cannot be settled in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points.Finally, CPMI-IOSCO should clarify whether change in notional (delta) or outstanding notional should be reported for post-trade events (e.g., terminations, novations, compressions etc.)

	55-2: 
	57 - general comments - Total notional quantity: Please see our comments on:a. Data field 2.55 - We believe that the "Notional quantity schedules" should not include both the "effective date of the notional quantity" and the "end date of the notional quantity". This is because the original value applies from the effective date and therefore each subsequent value, including the final value, need only be populated with the corresponding date on which it begins to apply. The effective and termination dates are already reported as separate fields and including them on the notional quantity schedule creates duplication and impacts data quality. CPMI-IOSCO should also make it clear that the dates in the total notional quantity schedule should be populated with unadjusted dates and not pre-adjusted for applicable holidays and weekends. Pre-adjusted dates do not reflect the legal contract and are also not consistent with existing industry standards. These schedule dates are subject to the same adjustment as period end dates in the contract.b. Data field 2.56 - We believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as notional quantities cannot be specified in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points.c. Data field 2.57 - We recommend that CPMI-IOSCO does not require field 2.57 to be populated with "ACCY" (Amount of currency) because information obtained from data field "notional currency" is sufficient. Requiring firms to populate an additional field (2.57) would result in duplication and could potentially cause data quality issues. However, if CPMI-IOSCO should require the population of field 2.57 when field "notional currency" is already populated then "ACCY" should be the only allowable value for field 2.57. Likewise when field 2.57 is populated with "ACCY" then field "notional currency" must be populated for the purpose of consistency. 

	58-2: 
	63 - general comments - Other payments: CPMI-IOSCO  should clarify whether all these fields are repeating fields, allowing for the reporting of multiple sets of this group of fields. CPMI-IOSCO should also specify the types of payments that should be reported in these fields. Under current proposed definitions it is not the fields against which regular coupon payments, notional exchange, MTM cross currency swap reset, premiums, etc. can be reported.Please see our comments on:a. Data field 2.58 - We believe it is unnecessary to allow up to 5 decimal points for this data field as payments cannot be settled in more than two decimal places. It is therefore appropriate to have a format that allows only up to 2 decimal points. CPMI-IOSCO should also clarify whether upfront payment received on callable swaps should be reported through this field or the premium fields. b. Data field 2.59 - See our comments on field 2.59:(i) CPMI-IOSCO proposes to include various payment types, some of which are post trade event payments (partial/full terminations, amendment, compression), and payments that are actually part of the original trade. CPMI-IOSCO should clarify if it is deliberately grouping these payment types together. (ii) A novation payment is not between the parties to the original transaction nor between the parties to the new transaction. The payment is between the transferee and transferor and therefore CPMI-IOSCO should clarify how they would expect this to be reported as there is no bilateral trade to attach this fee too. Note: the novation fee is confidential between the transferee and transferor and should not be disclosed to the remaining party.(iii) A correction payment is usually to correct ledgers either reversing an erroneous payment or amending an erroneous payment and is not part of the legal contract itself. Therefore, it is unclear why CPMI-IOSCO want this data to be reported as part of the transaction report as it would be misleading without any context of the purpose of the correction payment.(iv) A compression payment would typically be paid/received at the event level and not at the transaction level. For example, a fixed payment would be made to compress a portfolio of 100 transactions. It is therefore unclear why CPMI-IOSCO proposes to require this data to be reported at the transaction level. Nor is it clear that firms would be able to successfully break down the fees to the transaction level and agree with their counterparty without impacting data quality.We believe that it is important that CPMI-IOSCO state a clear rationale for including each payment type and a clear reporting methodology that all reporting counterparties can comply with globally. This is particularly important in dual reporting regimes but would also be useful for trade data aggregation from the perspective of the relevant regulator.c. Data field 2.60 - CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.

	64-2: 
	71 - Q11 - Packages: We believe that CPMI-IOSCO should provide more clarity on the package trade price data field. We believe there are a number of different ways in which the price of a package trade can be expressed. For example, in OTC interest rates derivative packages it can be expressed as a spread where the basis points (bps) difference between the two rates. a.  A bond spread, for example a 5yr spread over treasuries in the US could have a package price of 15bps. So "buy 5s over 15" would be buy the 5yr IRS at the treasuries price + 15bps, you may or may not trade the actual underlying bond. If you don't then the bond price would be agreed based upon the prevailing market price of the bond.b. A swap spread, for example a 2yr-5yr [swap] spread could have a package price of 25bps. So "buy the 5s at 25" would be buy the 5yr IRS sell the 2yr IRS with the price difference being 25 basis pointsc. A butterfly, for example a 2yr-5yr-10yr [swap] butterfly could have a package price of 10bps. So "buy at 10" would be buy the 5yr IRS sell the 2yr IRS and the 10yr IRS with the price difference being 10 basis points. What you won't know is where the 10bps comes from unless you know the market, in theory the 2yr-5yr could be flat and the 5yr-10yr could be the whole 10bps or the 10bps could be a mix of both wings. Furthermore, simpler interest rate swap packages such as these typically have both a package price and an individual component price embedded within the core economics of each component trade. E.g. fixed rate on a vanilla IRS.In all cases the package price could be negative, for example if the yield curve is inverted or in the above butterfly example if the 5yr IRS was 1.00%, the 2yr 0.88% and the 10yr 0.92% the price would be minus 20bps.We understand the desire of CPMI-IOSCO to understand that certain trades that are part of packages so if the underlying components are "off-market" they can understand why, but would question the actual benefit of tracking the package price as in many examples knowing the spread is relevant only if you track the spread price and it doesn’t help you determine the outright because you are trading reference points. Finally we would respectfully remind CPMI-IOSCO that there can be more than two parties to a package and each counterparty may only be part of a subset of components, making matching and aggregation of package information very challenging. Taking a simple case a venue may arrange a swap butterfly 2-5-10 where party A buys [the 5s], party B has an outright IRS buying the 2s and party C has a 5-10 swap spread buying the 10s. Party B wont realise he has a package, Party A has a butterfly and party C has a swap spread.
	71 - other comments - Packages: Please see below for our comments on:a. Data field - 2.64 "Package ID" - We believe that there are existing regulations (complex trade component ID under EMIR and MiFIR) and also standards used by TRs and in FpML. So we recommend that CPMI-IOSCO consider these existing standards.b. Data field 2.65 - We believe that this field is unnecessary and is beyond the scope of the this consultation as it refers to components not covered under OTC reporting regulations. If this field is maintained the format for this data field should be Boolean. c. Data field 2.67 - We recommend that the definition of the package trade price currency be amended to reflect that the price of a package trade can be in spread, basis points and percentages in which case this field would not be applicable. Furthermore, CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.d. Data field 2.68 - The allowable values for the package trade price notation should include spread or basis points unless the expectation is that these would always be converted to a percentage.e. Data field 2.69 - The existing FpML standard is to provide this data as a decimal not a percentage e.g. 0.0257 instead of 2.57%.f. Data field 2.70 - We recommend that the definition of the package trade price currency be amended to reflect that the price of a package trade can be in spread, basis points and percentages in which case this field would not be applicable. That is if the package trade spread price notation = 2 then this field is not applicable. Furthermore, CPMI-IOSCO has allowed CNH to be included in the allowable values for this field and referred to it as "offshore Renminbi". We believe that the currency field should be populated with an ISO currency, in this case Chinese Yuan (CNY), with the settlement location of the transaction being reported in a separate data field to reflect the location of settlement of the transaction. This is because transactions in CNY can be settled in several different locations and there are transactions in other currencies that can also be settled in one of many locations.g. Data field 2.71 - We believe that typically a spread would be quoted in basis points but the existing FpML standard is to provide this data as a decimal not a percentage e.g. 0.0257 in the example provided.

	72 - Q12 - Prior UTI: We believe that clearing and allocation of trades do not happen at the same time. There are three main scenarios to consider:a. A trade is executed as a block transaction but with the allocation details agreed upfront. In this case there will be an executed block trade, and n alpha allocation trades between the executing parties that clear individually and post clearing these are replaced by n beta trades between counterparty A and the CCP and n gamma trades between counterparties Bi (where i=1, 2, ... ...n) and the CCP. The prior UTI usage is as follows:i) the alpha allocations will have a prior UTI of the alpha blockii) each beta and gamma allocation has a prior UTI of the corresponding alpha allocationb. A trade is executed as a block without the allocation details agreed upfront but the allocation happens prior to clearing. In this case there will be an alpha block trade which will subsequently be replaced by n alpha trades between the executing counterparties that clear individually and post clearing these are replaced by n beta trades between party A and the CCP and n gamma trades between parties Bi (where i=1, 2, ... ...n) and the CCP. The prior UTI usage is as follows:i) the alpha allocations will have a prior UTI of the alpha blockii) each beta and gamma allocation has a prior UTI of the corresponding alpha allocationc. A trade can be executed as a block transaction without the allocation details agreed upfront where he block clears and then the allocation occurs post clearing. In this case there will be an alpha block trade which will subsequently be replaced by a beta block trade between party A and the CCP and a gamma block trade between party B and the CCP. Post allocation the gamma block trade is replaced by n gamma trades between parties Bi (where i=1, 2, ... ...n) and the CCP (assuming the allocating client is party B). The prior UTI usage is as follows:i) the beta and gamma block will have a prior UTI of the alpha blockii) each gamma allocation has a prior UTI of the corresponding alpha allocationWhere a client is not a direct clearing member and therefore uses a clearing broker the gamma allocations would in fact be between the CCP and the clearing broker(s) and there would be back to back trades between the clearing broker(s) and each client fund.Furthermore, we understand that clearing and compression do not happen at the same time. The compression or netting would occur after the clearing even if immediately after; it is not simultaneous and each trade created in each step would be linked using prior UTI and bulk processing ID as applicable. 
	72 - other comments - Prior UTI: We agree with CPMI-IOSCO that the prior UTI should be used to reference parental linkage on child trades. Furthermore, multiple prior UTIs should be allowed e.g. for a block trade whose allocation is in fact the novation of an existing transaction the corresponding child trade would have two prior UTIs; the block's UTI and the UTI of the original trade that was novated as part of the execution of the block and subsequent allocation to novate a legacy position.We also agree that prior UTI should not be used to reference bulk events e.g. compressions where the termination of many trades and possible creation of residual trade(s) should be linked by a bulk processing ID and not the use of prior UTIs.Prior UTIs carry the linkage to the previous level and should not look back to multiple historical levels e.g. a trade that is novated and then subsequently novated again should only carry the prior UTI of the intermediate trade on the new transaction not the prior UTI of the very original transaction.
	73-2: 
	77 - Q13a - Custom baskets: We support CPMI-IOSCO’s approach of pointing to a reference list of units of measure for this data element but would suggest the technical guidance refer to a list which is easily updated and informed and governed by derivatives industry experts as it is unlikely that the current list is sufficient.
	77 - Q13b - Custom baskets: No comment
	77 - Q14a - Custom baskets: We believe that, by design, baskets are bespoke and customised to the requirements of the client. Therefore there is little value in adding a “Custom basket code” on such baskets, as each would be unique and even if there were two identical baskets between different counterparties they would by definition have different basket identifiers.Furthermore, including a "custom basket code" using the LEI of a counterparty to the trade as a constituent of such a code could give rise to data privacy issues.  
	77 - Q14b - Custom baskets: No comment
	77 - Q14c - Custom baskets: Should CPMI-IOSCO maintain this requirement we recommend that it keep the LEI and code separate and we believe that 52 characters would be sufficient for this code.
	77 - other comments - Custom baskets: No comment




